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Abstract Natural genome editing from a biocommunicative perspective is the
competent agent-driven generation and integration of meaningful nucleotide sequences
into pre-existing genomic content arrangements, and the ability to (re-)combine and (re-)
regulate them according to context-dependent (i.e. adaptational) purposes of the host
organism. Natural genome editing integrates both natural editing of genetic code and
epigenetic marking that determines genetic reading patterns. As agents that edit genetic
code and epigenetically mark genomic structures, viral and subviral agents have been
suggested because they may be evolutionarily older than cellular life. This hypothesis
that viruses and viral-like agents edit genetic code is developed according to three well
investigated examples that represent key evolutionary inventions in which non-lytic viral
swarms act symbiotically in a persistent lifestyle within cellular host genomes: origin of
eukaryotic nucleus, adaptive immunity, placental mammals. Additionally an abundance
of various RNA elements cooperate in a variety of steps and substeps as regulatory and
catalytic units with multiple competencies to act on the genetic code. Most of these RNA
agents such as transposons, retroposons and small non-coding RNAs act consortially and
are remnants of persistent viral infections that now act as co-opted adaptations in cellular
key processes.
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The RNA is not the genome of a pathogen—the RNA is the pathogen and the
entire infectious agent.
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Introduction
For decades, there was no doubt that to speak about life meant to speak about living
cells and cellular assemblies. This view changed little with the formulation of the
RNA-world hypothesis with an abundance of competing and cooperating ribozymes.
Recent findings in virology elucidated the fact that viruses code for typical features
that are not part of cellular life, which seems to date viruses as older then cellular
life. Additionally there are some indicators such as the origin of the eukaryotic
nucleus, the origin of adaptive immunity and the role of endogenous retroviruses in
placental mammals, that viruses are agents that edit the genome in host organisms.
Additionally research on the components of transcripts from the DNA information
storage medium demonstrated the presence of an RNA world with high diversity and
an abundance of ribozymatic and regulatory functions in all key steps and even
substeps of cellular replication such as expression, transcription, translation and
repair.
In the following article, we will investigate theoretical thoughts on how to
understand the genetic code, or as termed by Manfred Eigen, “the molecular
syntax of the genetic language”. That makes it necessary to change from an
atomistic view on the DNA genetic storage medium to a more dynamic and less
mechanistic view. In the end, we have to decide on the basis of the current
knowledge whether one will follow the proponents of cell biology or those of
virology, dependent on which data seem to have key role in evolution,
development and genetic regulation. In both cases, natural genetic engineering
and natural genome editing serve as appropriate designations for the highly
dynamic processing of the genetic text (Witzany 2009a).

Common Features of Natural Languages/Codes
It is now evident that the genetic code is not solely a genetic storage medium but
offers highly active, dynamic networks of interactions during transcription. After
transcription, a great variety of RNA interactions checks, changes and rearranges
nucleotide sequences. The “code without commas” (Crick) has long been seen
exclusively as a molecular assembly with underlying physical and chemical laws.
Manfred Eigen explicitly relied on “syntax and semantics of the molecular
language” (Eigen and Winkler 1975) and introduced a linguistic vocabulary into
molecular biology in detail.
Patrick Forterre suggests defining life as both “ribosome encoding organisms and
capsid-encoding organisms and their ancestors” (Forterre and Prangishvili 2009;
Forterre 2010). Yet both encode using the same molecular alphabet, albeit encoding
different products. They share a competence, i.e. to encode, in contrast with entities
which do not share the competence to encode. But what does “encode” mean? It has
something to do with a code, i.e. the genetic code, which in the case of DNA serves
as an information storage medium, and in the case of RNA serves also as
information-based editing agents, as demonstrated below.
How should we think about evolution editing biological codes? Is the result that
we identify in any genetic code sequence a consequence of gene duplication,
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deletion, erosion, mutation, error or damage in the realm of physical and chemical
laws according to chance and necessity? What would be needed?
If we look at all identified natural languages or codes, we find certain features
which are empirically common to all kinds of natural languages and codes
(Witzany 2000):
First of all, language/code doesn’t speak (write) or code itself, i.e. there must be
living agents which use the language/code to communicate for organisation and coordination interactions. Without living agents, there is no natural language or code.
Second, all languages/codes consist of a certain set of signs. These signs
(icons, indices or symbols) are combined by sign-using agents to devise sign
sequences which transport complex informational content with meaning-function
for possible receivers.
Third, because sign-using agents are interwoven in continuous real-life scenarios,
the context determines the meaning of sign sequences. This means that in natural
languages, there is no context-free syntax or semantics.
This makes sense according to the energy costs of language use also. Language/
code using living agents can generate identical sign sequences to transport different
meanings in different situations. The humble dance in bees gives direction and
energy costs in food gathering. Exactly same dance figures during the hive search
where context transports the meaning of an appropriate hive (Witzany 2010). The
sentence “Shooting of the hunters” in human communication may transmit the
message that hunters shoot, conversely, that hunters are shot. Without context,
contradictory semantics of sign sequences cannot be identified. Syntactic analyses
alone are insufficient to identify semantic content.
Sign using agents which generate sign sequences to transport meaning within
various contextual needs, i.e. living agents, communicate via language or code to
coordinate and organise. As opposed to abiotic nature, language/code using living
agents follow semiotic rules as described above. Combinatorial rules of sign
assembles are referred to as syntactic rules, and the different contents of sign
sequences are generated according semantic rules (meaning function). Different
interactional contexts which are generated by sign-using agents (e.g. mating,
development, attack, defence, food gathering, breeding, etc.) follow pragmatic rules
(Witzany 1995) and are investigated in pragmatic analyses.
Any known natural language/code inherently represents the complementarity of
these three levels of rules (syntax, pragmatics and semantics). As demonstrated by
Charles Morris in the 1940s, if one level is really missing, there is no possibility to
speak about a natural language or code (Morris 1938, 1946). As later demonstrated
by Ludwig Wittgenstein, it is impossible for only one agent to follow a semiotic rule,
i.e. rule following is inherently a consortial interaction (Wittgenstein 1975).
Bodies of living agents are built of cells which communicate via chemical
signalling molecules and physical interactions to co-ordinate intracellular and
intercellular behaviour. If communication is functioning, living bodies will prosper
and be healthy; if communication is disturbed or damaged, living bodies will get
sick, diseased or die. Intracellular as well as intercellular (cell-cell) communication
follows syntactic, semantic and pragmatic rules (Witzany 2010). This feature is
absent in abiotic nature. For example, no semiotic rules are present or even necessary
as water freezes to ice.
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If we summarise the essential characteristics of natural languages/codes we must
notice consortia of living agents which are competent to use the language/code
according to three levels of semiotic rules, i.e. the repertoire of signs are combined
into sequences according to syntactic rules and situational contexts are generated
according to adaptational purposes following pragmatic rules which determine
content-specific rules, i.e. the meaning function of sign sequences.
What then does this mean if we speak about the genetic code, the DNA genetic
storage medium, transcription, non-coding RNAs, RNA editing, epigenetic
imprinting, alternative splicing, ribosomal assembly and translation into an amino
acid language?
We certainly have to look at various concepts which deal with appropriate
descriptions of the genetic code (intra-cellular communication) as well as appropriate
description of cell-cell communication via molecular signalling.

Concepts of the Genetic Code
After the exploration of the universal syntax and the structural code of DNA, the
entanglement of linguistics and genetics was unavoidable. The genetic code
integrates rules of informational encoding within DNA or RNA and its translation
into proteins. The single nucleotides are assembles to three partite syntactic
structures (codons) that correspond to certain amino acids. In this way genes are
encoded and translated into proteins. Beneath the genetic code that encodes genes
for proteins there are non-coding regions which bear regulatory elements, in most
cases non-coding RNAs as well as start and stop signals. These regulatory sequences
are integrated between or beside coding regions. Before a coherent protein coding
sequence is generated all regulatory non-coding sequences are spliced out.
Noam Chomsky’s approach linguistically constructed a formal meaning-free
syntax which paved the way for bioinformatics and systems biology (Chomsky
1964, 1972). Manfred Eigen identified the understanding of the “molecular
language” as a fundamental competence to understand the genetic code, but Eigen
worked solely with a formal theory of language, i.e. “language” as a quanitifiable
and measurable set of signs that depicts reality in a 1:1 fashion (Eigen and Winkler
1975). This was a purely mechanistic approach concerning the von Neumann
automaton theory (Witzany 1995).
The systems biology approach investigates biological systems (cells, tissues,
organs, organisms, and ecospheres) concerning the quantitative properties of their
elementary building blocks and adapts them to the statistical methods of computer
science (Baldi and Brunak 2001; Cristianini and Hahn 2006; Keedwell 2005). Such
building blocks, e.g. a cellular network, can be modelled mathematically using the
methods of chemical kinetics and control theory. Because of the large number of
parameters, variables and constraints in cellular networks, numerical and computational techniques are used. This quantitative approach uses syntactic/semantic
analyses but not pragmatically ones.
To use an appropriate tool for an explanation of the read and write properties
in genetic sequences and to use terms of electronic computation cannot
sufficiently serve as explanational pattern for cellular communication (and
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organisation) because electronic computation depends on digitised processes
according binary coding- and Turing machine- principles (Turing 1950). They
rely on mathematical theories of language (Shannon and Weaver 1949), i.e.
algorithm-based formalisable linguistic sequences which are not met in real-life
languages but are artificial constructs in principle.
Bioinformatics interprets and investigates genetic structures in the light of
categories of information theory (Popov et al. 1996; Ji 1997, 1999; Searls 2002;
Chomsky 2004; Zhang 2006), and use statistic, computational, mathematical and
therefore algorithm-based methods to identify sequence orders for measurements of
sequence length and content homologies. Bioinformatics investigates language as a
quantifiable set of signs and beliefs that it would be possible to extract semantic
contents by analyses of the syntactic order.
This makes sense in genetic sequence comparison and comparative genomics, but
has less ability for understanding the evolution of coded sequences because analyses
of syntax of the genetic code do not tell us anything about the context in which the
content bearer of genetic information is interwoven in real life. This context plays an
important role in epigenetic imprinting and methylation patterns which are subject to
alternative splicing that alters protein production.
Synthetic biology similar to systems biology aims to construct novel biotic
functions by rewiring genetically-determined components, modules and networks
(Serrano 2007; Mueller et al. 2009). Synthetic biology attempts to test hypotheses
about necessary and sufficient components of a (natural) biological system by
attempting to reconstruct some parts of such a system and therefore aims to
decompose biological matter into smaller parts and components and divide them
from each other into brick- or module-like parts that can be synthetically
interchanged, rearranged and reassembled into new functional tools (Dymond et
al. 2009).
The invention of new and complex genetic data sets and the coherent integration
of new genes or gene blocks in pre-existent genetic content arrangements is not part
of synthetic biology because innovative generation of non-random genetic content
cannot be deduced out of mathematical concepts of language, i.e. formalisable
procedures such as algorithms. Additionally, synthetic biology prefers formal
systems with which they exclude real communicative acts and interactions, the a
priori of natural language use.
Biosemiotics investigates semioses, i.e. sign-processes in biological processes
including meaning and interpretation. As Semiotics biosemiotics focuses on codes in
the world of living beings. Prominent biosemioticians designte that the use of
semioses differentiates living from the world of non-living. The evolution of living
nature therefore seems to start with the evolution of natural codes. The codes of life
we find in a great variety starting from the genetic code, ribozymatic code, protein
code, epigenetic code until the organismal codes in communication of bacteria,
archaea, unicellular eukaryotes, fungi, animals and plants. Biosemiotics does not
represent a unified theory that can be applied to empirical investigations (Favareau
2010). Parallel with this, biosemiotics is represented by diverse concepts (Sebeok
and Umiker-Sebeok 1992; Hoffmeyer 1996; Barbieri 2001, 2007; Markos 2002;
Brier 2008; Kull et al. 2009) with a natural science background such as
mechanicism, physicalism, materialism, objectivism, information theory, systems
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theory as well as other metaphysical constructions such as ontology or even a Peircederived pansemioticism (everything is a sign). Most biosemiotic investigations are
focused on signs or the ontology of the relationship between signs or between signs
and the signified something. The crucial role of pragmatics, i.e. the role of the real
sign-user being part of the identity of a community of sign-users until now has not
been part of the concepts of genetic code described above and most biosemiotic
investigations (except e.g. Dario Martinelli, Karel Kleisner, Dominique Lestel).

The Concept of Biocommunication
The biocommunicative approach integrates basic knowledge about the functioning
of natural languages/codes by competent living agents (Witzany 2000, 2007, 2010).
The biocommunicative approach investigates both communication processes within
and among cells, tissues, organs and organisms as sign-mediated interactions, and
nucleotide sequences as code, i.e. language-like text, which follows in parallel three
kinds of rules: combinatorial (syntactic), context-sensitive (pragmatic) and contentspecific (semantic) (Witzany 2010).
Natural genome editing from a biocommunicative perspective is competent agentdriven generation and integration of meaningful nucleotide sequences into preexisting genomic content arrangements and the ability to (re-)combine and (re-)
regulate them according to context-dependent (i.e. adaptational) purposes of the host
organism (Witzany 2010).
If we speak about natural genome editing that is based on competent genetic code
using and arranging living agents, we can both try to identify the cellular agents
which are the responsible agents in intracellular and intercellular communication and
investigate the agents which edit host genomes and determine identity, capabilities
and competencies of cellular hosts (Witzany 2009a).
I will shortly review a few examples which we know of with these cellular
properties/functions and capabilities clearly derived from persistent viral settlers of host
organisms with the consequence that viruses are competent in natural genome editing.

The Role of Viruses and Viral-like Agents
Although Salvator Luria expressed in the early 1950s that viruses could play major
roles in the evolution of life, until now it has been mainstream thought that viruses
are escaped genetic elements of cells that attained some autonomy from the cell that
they left. Because they cannot replicate without cells, they must have originated later
in evolution than the first cells. Only within the last decade has it become obvious
that there are a variety of facts that do not fit in this picture, but fit better into the
RNA world hypothesis (Domingo et al. 2008). According these data, RNA- and
DNA-viruses have polyphyletic origins and represent a variety of features which are
not present in cellular life (Villarreal and Witzany 2010).
Since viruses with RNA genomes are the only living beings that use RNA as a
storage medium, they are considered to be witnesses of an earlier RNA world, of a
time when DNA did not yet exist (Forterre 2001, 2002, 2005, 2006; Villarreal 2005,
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2009a; Koonin et al. 2006; Koonin 2009; Brüssow 2007; Jalasvuori 2010).
Negative-stranded RNA viruses have genome structures and replication patterns
that are dissimilar to all known cell types. As demonstrated by phylogenetic
analyses, cellular replicases are related to each other via the last universal common
ancestor (LUCA); however, there is no known similarity between RNA-viral
replicases and those of any known cell type. DNA viruses also do not give any
reference to a cellular origin. Phylogenetic analyses point to an older time scale, as
DNA-repairing proteins of DNA viruses do not have any counterparts in cellular life.
Because viruses combine a variety of ribozymatic competencies, they could be
the agents of natural genome editing. Why should we consider these disease-causing
parasites to be major drivers of evolution?
Viruses have two completely different life strategies, which are clearly reflected in
their genomes. In comparison, acute viruses that exhibit lytic action induce disease and
even death, whereas the life strategy of persistent viruses implies compatible
interactions with the host, either by integration into the host genome or within the cell
plasma, and are non-destructive during most life stages of the host (Villarreal 2007).
The persistent lifestyle allows the virus to transmit complex viral phenotypes to
the host organism. Doing so enables the host to broaden its evolutionary potential
that may well lead to the formation of new species.
The natural genome editing competencies of viruses are best characterized in
bacteria in which the complete nucleotide word order is largely determined,
combined, and recombined by viruses (Abedon 2011; Armon 2011). Hence, the
main genomic novelties are found in the prokaryotic domain from where they
originally evolved into higher life forms. Probably all basic enzymatic variations
originated therein (Villarreal 2005, 2009a). Massive viral colonisation occurred from
the very beginning of life. The formation of all kingdoms, their families, genera, and
species relies on the effects of viral colonisation and results in diversified lineages and
ultimately in the evolution of new species. In bacteria we mainly find double-stranded
DNA viruses. Similar viral types are also found in algae, but they are absent in fungi and
plants. Fungal hosts house mainly double-stranded RNA viruses, whereas Plants contain
predominantly single-stranded RNA viruses. Mammals, on the other hand, are
colonized mainly by endogenous retroviruses (ERVs). Viral persistence in host
organisms is crucial because they reliably protect the host against similar parasites.
Interestingly, competing viruses are in most cases of the same or related species,
whereas unrelated viruses do not compete but interact symbiotically (Roossinck 2005).
Today, viruses are seen as the most abundant life forms in the oceans and the
resource of most of the genetic diversity in the sea. It is estimated that 1030 viruses
live in the ocean and 1023 infection events occur per second. They are the major
source of mortality to all living agents in the sea, but are major settlers in genomes of
sea organisms that serve as immune functions against infections by closely related
viruses, and are therefore a major source of non-lytic viral settlement of host
genomes (Suttle 2007).
Viral Origin of the Eukaryotic Nucleus
The origin of the eukaryotic nucleus is a very old evolutionary event and serves as a
rather impressive example for the important role of natural genome-editing
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competencies of viruses. Since the introduction of the Serial Endosymbiotic Theory
(SET), it is generally accepted that the eukaryotic cell did not result from random
mutations, but from the coordinated union of former free-living prokaryotes (see
reviews Margulis 2004; Margulis and Sagan 2002). Mitochondria and other organelles
clearly descended from these microorganisms (Odintsova and Yurina 2000, 2005) and
the assumption was that the eukaryotic nucleus is also probably of archaeal or
bacterial descent. New evidence supports the idea that eukaryotic nuclei originated
before the symbiogenetic integration of mitochondria and chloroplasts. In fact, the
nucleus has basic properties that are absent in any prokaryotic cells (Bell 2001, 2006).
All eukaryotic proteins involved in DNA replication differ from those found in
prokaryotes. Hence, the nuclear properties of eukaryotes are completely different
from those of prokaryotes (Villarreal 2005). These differences include:
&
&
&

the use of linear chromosomes, with repetitive termination points and several
origins for replication,
transcription and translation separated by multiple membranes,
the existence of complex nuclear pore structures that actively mediate RNA
translocation,

All these properties represent complex phenotypes that require complex coordination
of numerous protein functions. None of these functions are present in prokaryotes.
The eukaryotic nucleus contains three kinds of DNA-dependent RNA polymerases that differ significantly from the RNA polymerases of prokaryotes
(Villarreal 2005). Even the three kinds of splicing group I-introns DNAtransposase, reverse transcriptase and micro-RNAs (see below) are largely nonexistent in prokaryotes, although they are present in viruses of prokaryotes. In
addition, no single prokaryotic process is known to account for the tasks of
membrane disintegration and restoration as observed in eukaryotes. The eukaryotic
pore structure of the nuclear envelope likewise has no counterpart in the prokaryotic
world (Villarreal 2009a).
The membrane-bound separation of transcription and translation is a characteristic
of the poxviruses, more specifically of the Vaccinia and other DNA viruses
(Takemura 2001). Moreover, these viruses have a very simple pore structure that has
been actively incorporated from the membrane-bound RNA into the host cytoplasm.
A similar situation can be documented with the small chromatin proteins and the
linear chromosomes along with their repetitive telomere tails that are so
characteristic among various cytoplasmid DNA viruses, such as TTV1 and
phycodnaviruses (Villarreal 2009a).
It has become increasingly obvious that all properties of the eukaryotic nucleus
are derived from a large, stable and persistent DNA virus with linear chromosomes.
The current interpretation is that the precursor of the eukaryotic nucleus was indeed
a huge membrane-covered DNA virus that persistently colonised a prokaryotic host
(Bell 2001, 2006)
Viral Origin of Adaptive Immunity in Bony Fish
The evolution of the adaptive immune system occurred long after the evolution of
the eukaryotic nucleus during the transition from Urochordates (sea squirts/tunicates)
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to bony fish. Here, one can still find many common tissue types; however, the bony
structure required a huge increase in the genome. This was been predominantly
achieved by retroposons, which originated from endogenous retroviruses. Urochordates, on the other hand, possess only an innate immune system.
Bony fish are the first in this line of descent that possess both an innate and
an adaptive immune system (Villarreal 2005). It must be concluded that the entire
complexity of an adaptive immune system was acquired at the very beginning of
the vertebrate line of descent. At the same time, we can see that evolution
simultaneously put forward jawbones, a vertebral spine and formation of the skull.
Concomitantly, new viral families emerged that had not been found in any of the
previous life forms; that is to say, four different kinds of negative-strand ssRNA
virus families (rhabdoviruses, bunyaviruses, paramyxoviruses, orthomyxoviruses),
and interestingly the first consortia of non-defective, autonomous and abundant
retroviruses (Villarreal 2005). Hence, the adaptive immune system represents an
interlinked network of proteins that tag inflammation and other acute processes (by
cytokines and chemokines), and their receptors and signal transmission systems,
that stimulate the humoral and cellular antigen-specific immune response pattern
and must have been acquired in a single event because it is monophyletic
(Villarreal 2009b).
The acquisition of an adaptive immune system is both a punctual and a variable
evolutionary event of the animal kingdom. It enabled the expression of highly
complex phenotypes. This phenotype consists of a self-forming and a dynamically
adapting genetic system that recognises “non-self” elements, and is thereby able to
promptly attack and—interestingly—at the same time prevent fatal auto-aggression.
In the context of a manifold self-identification system, this acquired gene-set strategy
was developed in order to detect novel non-self agents. Once the system recognises
the presence of non-self agents, it responds by developing a new molecular process
that involves the generation of genetic diversity and clonal growth of specific cells
capable to detect such non-self agents. This kind of genetic recombination on a
genetic level is found only from this point onwards and not in any evolutionary
predecessors (Villarreal 2009b).
The overall result of such processes are cells that produce new classes of
molecules that are able to (a) bind and suppress non-self agents or (b) let
amoeboid cytotoxic cells find and neutralise agent-containing cells. Most of these
characteristic properties of an adaptive immune system were not available before
the evolution of vertebrates.
Today, we know that tunicates, the precursors of urochordates, possess a
polymorphous MHC-like system which is associated with cell-induced, nonadaptive, amoeboid hemolymphic lethal actions (Villarreal 2005). However, this
tunicate system is missing molecular similarity to the vertebrate MHC system. In
order to develop an adaptive immune system so common to vertebrates, the tunicatelike system had to acquire an adaptive component that allowed the non-self elements
to be detected as alien, i.e. an adaptive immune system becomes devastating for nonself elements and at the same time protects those that are part of the system.
These related properties are characteristic for addiction modules. Indeed, the
adaptive immune system is an elaborated addiction module (Villarreal 2009b). Hosts
which incorporated it acquired a system with demolishing capabilities. This ability to
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kill is comparable to a potent toxin that lyses any cell exposed to it. On the other
hand, through this process of self-recognition, the host must be able to prevent
autolysis, comparable to an antitoxin (Villarreal 2005). Luis P. Villarreal introduced
this concept of “addiction module” for the counterbalanced feature of former
competing viruses in persistent lifestyle in host organisms. Additionally he could
demonstrate that addiction modules such as toxin/antitoxin or restriction/modification in bacteria exactly represent counterbalanced viral properties within bacterial
host organisms that originated by multiple phage infections (Villarreal 2005, 2009a)
Similar to other addiction modules (Melderen and Saavedra De Bast 2009) the (a)
lethal, toxic ability of the adaptive immune system is considered as stable and longlasting, while (b) the ability to express antitoxic characteristics (self-recognition) is
only a temporary feature and acquired during the development stage of the immune
cell. Thus, the adaptive immune system reveals two aspects of an addiction module
(toxic and antitoxic) and varying stability of the toxin with regards to the protecting
antitoxin. Many of these individual elements that are used for an adaptive immune
system evolved individually. They definitely had not existed previously in cellular
organisms but rather in different types of viruses (Villarreal 2009b).
Viral Origin of Placental Mammals
The evolution of the placenta is a relatively late event. The precursor cells of the
human placenta for example, trophoblasts, first appear four days after fertilisation as
the outer layer of cells of the blastocyst. Trophoblast cells differentiate into
cytotrophoblast cells and syncytiotrophobalst cells. The role of syncytin in
trophoblast development is (a) the protection of the embryo from the maternal
immune system and (b) the regulated invasion of maternal tissue. Syncytin is coded
by an endogenous retrovirus (Mallet et al. 2004). In contrast to mammalian tumour
cells which have lost the capability to react to stop signals which prevent the
invasion of tissues, trophoblast cells stop at a certain level of invaded maternal tissue
(Prudhomme et al. 2005). The close ties between the human genome and the
colonisation with repetitive sequences (LTRs, SINEs, LINEs) become obvious when
considering the Y chromosome (Villarreal 2004, 2009b). The remainder of
endogenous retroviruses is mainly found on the Y chromosome. Interestingly, the
genome-editing competence of Alu elements is evident in that they can change their
own gene expression by modifying their own genomic meythylation status (Batzer
and Deininger 2002; Ryan 2004, 2009)
The most active period of endogenous retroviral transcription occurs during the
formation of placental tissue, during growth periods, and when trophoblasts join
together (Villarreal 2004). Trophoblasts encapsulate the egg, help the egg nest
properly, trigger processes that ensure nutrition and prevent reactive responses by the
mother’s own immune system (Prudhomme et al. 2005). The egg is protected by
trophoblasts against an immunoreactive response by the mother. These characteristics are unknown to monotreme mammals and marsupials. The acquisition of such
abilities must have been a remarkable evolutionary event (Villarreal 2004).
In turn, the trophectoderm is a very complex tissue that is, surprisingly, not of
maternal origin, but a derivative of the fertilised egg. It even develops before the egg
becomes implanted into the uteral lining. Experiments that suppressed the expression
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of syncytin encoding endogenous retroviruses inhibited implantation into the uteral
lining. This implies that implantation of the embryo requires transcription of
retroviral syncytin-coding genes. In humans, the HERV W env gene codes for
syncytin (Dupressoir et al. 2005), a molecule used by the host to join trophoblast
cells with the tissue that eventually nourishes the embryo (Villarreal 2004).
The trophectoderm is associated with extremely high expression rates of ERV
genes that result in RNAs as well as in other gene products and retroviral corpuscles.
ERVs are highly host-specific and are closely associated with LINEs and SINEs of
placental species. Their expression is not suppressed in the trophectoderm. Once the
sex of the totipotent embryo is determined, the high ERV expression rates are
stopped and DNA methylation starts functioning as imprinted gene silencing
(Villarreal 2005; Hudson et al. 2010). Some endogenous retroviruses are
epigenetically regulated according to developmental stages (Gimenez et al. 2009).
There are, however, clear references for evolutionary and physiologically relevant
qualities. For example, the expression of HERV-3 is boosted because it involves
many fetal tissues in humans such as the adrenal cortex, kidney tubules, tongue,
heart, liver and central nervous system as well as the sebaceous glands of normal
skin (Ryan 2004, 2006). Thus, important tissues are formed during the fetal stage
and are mediated via the presence of human endogenous retroviruses that were
expressed during early mitotic division. They safeguard not only the formation of the
placenta but also of the most important tissues of the foetus.

Present RNA-Agents: Co-opted Remnants of Persistent Viral Infections
Mobile Genetic Agents Share Repeat-sequences
Some are active as their RNA intermediate (retrotransposons), while some are active
as mobile DNA (DNA transposons). Mobile genetic elements are interacting genetic
agents (Bapteste and Burian 2010) that replicate by either cut and paste (DNA
transposons; Class II elements) or copy and paste (retroposons; Class I elements)
processes. Mobile genetic elements are flanked by repeat sequences.
Mobile genetic elements share repeat sequences as essential parts of their identity.
This is an important feature, because non-repeat sequences are the most relevant part
of protein coding sequences of translational mRNAs, a coherent protein coding lineup of exons in which all intronic sequences are spliced out (Jurka et al. 2007). The
intronic sequences are known as regulatory elements of great diversity. Additionally,
it must be mentioned that transposable elements may contribute to major
evolutionary processes in altering and expanding host genomes by changes to gene
regulation (Baertsch et al. 2008). Domesticated transposons play important roles in
activation of adaptive immunity (O’Donnell and Burns 2010) But transposable
elements must also be suppressed sufficiently so as to not cause disease (Schumann
2007), and are therefore the subject of epigenetic regulation (Lisch 2008).
Suppression is stabilised by epigenetic regulation such as RNA interference, DNA
methylation and histone modifications (Slotkin and Martienssen 2007).
We now know that there are many overlapping genes and dispersed genetic
elements which together constitute mobile genetic elements. Long terminal
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repeats (LTRs) constitute compact nuclear structures like centromeres and the
related telomeres (Blackburn 2000, 2006; Witzany 2008). Repetitive genetic
elements delineate centromeres and form telomeres by non-LTR-retroposons
(Shapiro and Sternberg 2005). A large part of genomic repetitive DNA is reverse
transcribed, and plays a major role in the physical structured order of the genome
as well as formatting functions for expression, replication, transmission, repair,
restructuring, cell division and differentiation (Sternberg and Shapiro 2005;
Sciamanna et al. 2009). If we look at the essential roles of repetitive genetic
elements, such as
&
&
&
&
&
&
&

transcription (promoters, enhancers, silencers, transcription attenuation, terminators and regulatory RNAs),
post-transcriptional RNA processing (mRNA targeting, RNA editing),
translation (enhancement of SINE mRNA translation),
DNA replication (origins, centromeres, telomeres, meiotic pairing and recombination),
localisation and movement, chromatin organisation (heterochromatin, nucleosome positioning elements, epigenetic memory, methylation, epigenetic imprinting and modification),
error correction and repair (double-strand break repair by homologous
recombination, methyl-directed mismatch repair) and
DNA restructuring (antigenic variation, phase variation, genome plasticity,
uptake and integration of laterally transferred DNA, chromatin diminution,
VDJ recombination, immunoglobulin class switching)

it is apparent that the essential agents are all retroelements such as LINEs,
SINEs, LTR-retroposons, non-LTR-retroposons and ALUs (Sternberg and Shapiro
2005). Whereas in mammals, genome formatting occurs mainly by SINEs, LINEs
and ALUs, in plant genomes, LTR retroposons play major roles in this respect
(Weiner 2006). Genome size in both is determined by repetitive DNA abundance.
Interestingly, the distance between coding sequences and regulatory repetitive
sequences is an important parameter (Zuckerkandl 2002). Additionally it should be
noticed that epigenetic marking is a commonly shared feature of all viruses
(Villarreal 2005). If viruses truly predate evolution of cellular life it seems most
likely that this feature has been co-apted from viruses by cellular life forms via
persistent infection events to expand genetic reading patterns out of given genetic
datasets.
In contrast to the evolutionary relevance of point mutations that is a relatively
slow process, 45% of the human genome is composed of retroposed elements in
which whole gene sequences may be integrated within one retrointegration
event. Interestingly the formerly non-protein coding sequences have found
various ways for exaptational processes and have acquired important protein
coding functions (Brosius 1999; Baertsch et al. 2008). We can find also other
transposable element-derived exaptations, i.e. a co-opted adaptation (Krull et al.
2005), as documented in the siRNA to microRNA evolutionary transition from a
defence mechanism against transposable elements into a regulatory function of
host gene expression (Doench et al. 2003; Piriyapongsa et al. 2007; Piryapongsa
and King Jordan 2008). There are some indicators that the so-called pseudogenes,
the molecular components of broken or damaged genes, can also be exapted in
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changing circumstances (Balakirev and Ayala 2003). Transposable elements are
clearly genetic parasites, but their action patterns are not selfish but instead coevolve with the host and therefore act in an extremely species-specific manner
(Wessler 2006).
Module-like Riboagents: Editosome, Spliceosome, Ribosome
Important riboagents act as module-like consortia. Three RNA assemblages are
currently known to play vital roles in editing genetic text as a read-and-write
medium. This indicates sequence-specific identification competence for insertion
and deletion activities, which alter semantic content (the function which leads to
altered regulation or altered protein production) of primary transcripts out of the
DNA storage medium. Editosomes, spliceosomes and ribosomes are constituted
of a variety of components that counterregulate themselves during assembly.
Slight changes in the composition structure delete their functionality, so it must
be assumed that the assembly is a complementarity, i.e. that all parts play an
important function. These subcomponents are ribomodules which constitute
highly active riboagents with a variety of competencies to act on genetic
transcripts.
RNA editing by editosomes is a co- or post-transcriptional process which alters
the RNA sequence derived complementarily to the DNA from which it was
transcribed (Gott 2003; Gott and Rhee 2008). RNA editing occurs in single celled
and all kingdoms of multicellular eukaryotes. RNA editing changes gene sequences
at the RNA level (Bass 2002). The edited mRNA specifies an amino acid sequence
that is different from the protein that could be expected and is encoded by the
genomic DNA of the primary transcript (Takenaka et al. 2008). RNA editing
alterations of such transcribed RNA sequences occur by modification, substitution
and insertion/deletion processes (Smith 2008; Homann 2008). According the
suggestion of Grosjean, any sequence alteration that changes the genetic meaning
of a transcript is termed editing, whereas structural changes solely are called
modifications (Grosjean and Bjork 2004). The editosome is an assembly of
ribonucleoproteins that have shown high sequence similarity to DNA repair enzymes
(Panigrahi et al. 2003). Before the transcript is processed to the final mRNA for
translation into protein, alternative splicing (Matlin and Moore 2007) occurs. As in
ribosome and editosome assembly and also in spliceosome construction, a
ribonucleoprotein complex is assembled in various steps that cuts out introns and
splices exons together (Pyle and Lambowitz 2006). RNA editing predates splicing
and is heavily interconnected, so that the editosome and spliceosome are important
players in natural genome editing. The spliceosomal ribonucleoproteins are mainly
small nuclear RNAs that are interconnected with at least 300 different proteins which
are involved in mammalian pre-RNA splicing.
Ribosomes are composed of two thirds RNA and one third protein (Noller 2006).
Ribosomes are assembled into a functional complex. As it is understood today,
ribosomal proteins are vital for structural stabilisation. Around the catalytic site of
the ribosome there are only RNAs and no ribosomal proteins. This means that the
ribosome was originally a ribozyme, and proteins are not involved in the catalytic
activity (Moore and Steitz 2006; Hamann and Westhof 2007).
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Fine-tuning Regulatory Agents: Non-coding RNAs
Non-coding RNAs that function in gene regulation coordinate and organise various
actions, such as chromatin modification and epigenetic memory, transcriptional
regulation, control of alternative splicing, RNA modification and RNA editing,
control of mRNA turnover, control of translation and signal transduction (Matera et
al. 2007; Amaral et al. 2008; Witzany 2009b).
Most of these non-coding RNAs are alternatively spliced and divided into
smaller RNAs that are integral parts of ribonucleoprotein (RNP) complexes
(Cech et al. 2006). They regulate nearly all aspects of gene regulation (Demongeot
et al. 2009). Small RNA species include micro RNAs, small interfering RNAs,
small nuclear RNAs and small nucleolar and transfer RNAs (Yazgan and Krebs
2007). Although recent research has tried to evaluate the enormous regulatory
networks of small RNAs, the role of thousands of longer transcripts is not yet clear.
We know that they play important roles in histone modification and methylation,
that is, epigenetic control of developmental processes such as the mammalian HOX
clusters (Amaral et al. 2008), and also transcriptional interference, promoter
inactivation and effects on enzymatic pathways.
Small non-coding RNAs also share a special competence for epigenetic
regulation of gene expression and are derived from repetitive genomic
sequences (Ambros and Chen 2007; Farazi et al. 2008; Taft et al. 2009). The
capacity for epigenetic regulation of gene expression includes the “recognition”
(identification) of specific sequences in other nucleic acids and is common to
RNAs (Filipowicz 2000; Chu and Rana 2007), especially small nuclear RNAs and
tRNAs that (a) identify splice junctions in both pre-mRNAs and codons, and (b)
process both the subunits of the spliceosome and the ribosome (Mattick and Gagen
2001). Micro RNAs are single-stranded RNAs 19–25 nucleotides in length and are
generated from endogenous hairpin transcripts of 70 nucleotide precursor miRNAs
(Kim 2005). The transcription of this pre-miRNA is processed by RNA
polymerases pol II and pol III, whereas pol II produces messenger RNAs, small
nucleolar and small nuclear RNAs of the spliceosome (Chen and Rajewsky 2007;
Dieci et al. 2009). Pol III produces shorter non-coding RNAs, such as tRNAs,
some rRNAs, and a nuclear RNA that is part of the spliceosome (Bartel 2004).
They control not only developmental timing, hematopoiesis, organogenesis,
apoptosis and cell proliferation, but also fat metabolism in flies, neuronal
patterning in nematodes, and control of leaf and flower development in plants
(Bartel 2004).
Transposable elements in cellular genomes are most likely remnants of
viral infection events (Villarreal and DeFilippis 2000; Villarreal 2004, 2005,
2009a). Additionally, the repeat sequences of mobile genetic elements such as
LINEs, SINEs, LTR-retroposons, non-LTR-retroposons and ALUs are clearly
related to retroviruses as are reverse transcriptases. Also, repeat sequences found
in telomeres and centromeres are most likely of viral origin (Witzany 2008).
There are strong indicators that the variety of introns and non-coding RNAs
(Toor et al. 2001), because of their repetitive sequences, are of retroviral
infection events and currently act as modular tools for cellular regulatory needs
(Witzany 2009b).
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Conclusions
Persistent viral lifestyles are equilibrium interactions, counterbalanced viral
properties (e.g. toxin-antitoxin modules), that transfer complete genetic datasets into
a host genome and alter the genetic identity of the host and the formerly competing
viral agents. Viruses can integrate their genomes into host genomes without damage
to the host genome content-order that programs host metabolism. Viruses can
integrate host genes within their genome also.
Transcribed out of DNA cellular sequences, the RNA activated inhabitants from
former viral infection events act as modular tools for cellular needs in nearly all
cellular processes. That they act not as lytic agents but as part of the host genetic
identity is the result of inhabitation by counterbalanced competing genetic parasites.
Addiction modules not only change genetic identity but enrich immune functions of
host organisms against related parasites through Toxin/Antitoxin Modules.
Essential modules of RNA viruses are ribozymes and ribozymatic structures
which autocatalyse and build ribomodules. Conserved structures like tRNAs and
more the complex editosomes, spliceosomes and ribosomes consist of ensembles of
such consortia of riboagents in which proteins stabilize its structure. As endogenised
modules, they regulate genetic expression of host organisms.
Insertion, deletion, rearrangement, recombination, replication and repair of
nucleotide sequences in all detailed steps are coordinated processes in a timely
manner. An abundance of small non-coding RNAs act as competent agents in most
cases combined within a network of other RNAs that bind proteins (Ribonucleoproteins) which together build a fine-tuned network in the division of labour.
Some RNAs such as ribozymes are able to self-catalyse, eg. group II self splicing
Introns. Reverse transcriptase is the only known enzyme that synthesises DNA out
of RNA templates and is the essential feature of reverse transcribing viruses and for
retroelements such as retrons, retrotransposons and retroplasmids.
For several decades neo-darwinistic concepts have dominated evolutionary theory
discourse, i.e. the mutation-selection narrative. But this old narrative “mutations”
(error, damage) and its selection cannot explain expanding genetic innovation,
recombination, precise insertion, deletion, symbiogenetic fusion, hybridisation, gene
transfer and integration of up until 100 new genes in a single event. If we follow
Manfred Eigen and look at gene sequences as a language-like text with molecular
syntax similar to the concepts of code described above we have to search for agents
that are competent to edit the genetic code. As Charles Morris demonstrated
convincingly in the late 40ies of the last century a coherent analysis of languge-like
texts has to include all three levels of semiotic rules, i.e. syntaxc, pragmatics and
semantics. No known natural code codes itself, nor is a natural code the result of a
series of statistical errors. Therefore I tried to identify such agents in looking on
evolutionary old genetic structures such as ribozymes and viruses that perform
important functions in present living organisms as demonstrated above. The most
prominent example in this field seem to be the non-lytic but persistent lifestyle of
viruses in cellular host organisms.
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